
p r a c n i q u e

Segmenting Choc Chips
SYNOPSIS

This pracnique explores extracting chocolate chips from cookies.

Language: Python

Compiler: python

Experience Level: intermediate

Skills: thresholding, colour segmentation, grayscale segmentation



INTRODUCTION 

There are many applications of machine vision in the food industry, most of which have 
to work extremely quickly. To get a sense of how quickly this needs to be done in a 
factory setting, consider a system from EyePro Systems. They have visual inspection 
systems which can process anywhere from 800-5000 pcs/min. Their system is capable 
of measuring 2D/shape, 3D/height, bake colour, and topping (colour, coverage, 
distribution), and presence of defects.

There has been some discussion related to the image processing of cookies: the 
number of chocolate chips, their size relative to the cookie itself, the chip area and their 
distribution relative to the cookie as a whole. The cookies, like that shown below can 
suffer from many issues including the presence of cracks in the dough, poorly 
distributed chocolate chips and inconsistencies in the size of the chocolate chips.

The process of extracting information about chocolate chips involves a number of 
tasks:

1. Segment the cookie from the background, i.e. obtain an object which is the cookie.
2. Segment the chocolate chips from the cookie. 
3. Obtain statistical descriptors of the chocolate chips, eg. size, distribution.

What assumptions can be made about the image acquisition process?



EXTRACTING THE COOKIE BOUNDARY

GLOBAL THRESHOLDING

First we investigate the intensity properties of the grayscale images but analyzing the 
histograms.

    

The analysis shows that regardless of the original cookie, the histograms are all fairly 
similar in shape, and divided into two distinct modes, one at the upper extreme 
representing the background, and the mode in the centre representing the cookie. So 
theoretically, The first method looks at converting the image of the cookie to grayscale, 
and then thresholding it. A global threshold should take care of separating the cookie 
from the background.

The  best way of figuring this out is  to run the image through a number of different 
global thresholding algorithms. This trial-and-error methodology, is not uncommon in 
image  processing. For this purpose, we apply the  Auto Threshold toolbox for ImageJ 
(Gabriel Landini). It contains 15 different image thresholding algorithms:



  

  

Results for all four cookies are reasonably similar. Nine  of the  algorithms have extracted 
the  entire cookie. Of those Minimum, and Otsu (TH=181), are simple  and produce 
good results. Below are the results of boundary calculated from the binary image 
(Minimum), and superimposed upon the original cookie.

 



EDGE DETECTION

How does edge detection perform on the grayscale image? Is it possible to use 
something like Canny edge detection to extract the chocolate chips?

 
Original, maximal suppressed image, image after thresholding.

Canny edge detection has extracted the boundary of the cookies, but chocolate chips inside the cookie 

are more challenging. The algorithm may be too complex to actually achieve what is required.

SEGMENTING THE CHOCOLATE CHIPS

COLOUR SEGMENTATION

How about some form of colour segmentation? It might be possible to create an 
algorithm which models the chocolate chips and is capable of extracting them, but what 

about something simpler? 

      



Convert the image  to YIQ colour space. Colour space  is converted using the following 
equations:

! Y = 0.299*R + 0.587*G + 0.114*B
! I = 0.596*R – 0.275*G – 0.321*B
! Q = 0.212*R – 0.523*G + 0.311*B

RGB values are  in the range of [0:255]. Y is in the  range of [0,255] and I,Q in the  range 
of [-127, 127]. To convert the I to a value  range which can be  represented visually, 128 
is added to the values to move the range  from [-127,127] to [1,255]. Here only the  Y 
and I components are shown due to the lack of information in the Q component. 

  
Y, I, Histogram of I component

The  colours  exist primarily in the I component, which represents  the orange-blue 
range. How about thresholding the  I component? Looking at the  histogram of the I 
component, there  is a distinct bimodal distribution, with the first peak representing the 
the  chocolate chips and the background of the image, the the  secondary peak 
representing the cookie dough. 



GRAYSCALE SEGMENTATION

How about some form of grayscale segmentation? 



ALGORITHM TESTING

Now that a reasonable set of algorithms exist how are  they tested? Which thresholding 
algorithm is the best? One  way to find the  most effective  algorithm for segmenting the 
chocolate  chips is  to create  a ground truth image  of the chocolate chips, and create 
difference  images between it and each of the  binary images whose algorithms seem as 
if they performed well. For example

    

Binary image thresholded using MinimumError, ground truth, difference image.
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APPENDIX
Auto Threshold toolbox - http://fiji.sc/wiki/index.php/Auto_Threshold

• Huang - fuzzy thresholding using Shannon’s entropy function (Huang and Wang)
• Intermodes - assumes a bimodal histogram (Prewitt)

• Isodata - iterative selection (algorithm of Ridler and Calvard)

• Li - minimum cross entropy selection (Li and Lee)
• MaxEntropy - maximum entropy thresholding (Kapur)

• Mean - mean of the histogram (Glasbey)
• MinError - minimum error thresholding (Kittler and Illingworth)



• Minimum - assumes a bimodal histogram (Prewitt and Mendelsohn)
• Moments - moments preservation (Tsai)

• Otsu - minimum intra-class variance (Otsu)
• Percentile - fraction of foreground = 0.5 (Doyle)

• RenyiEntropy - histogram entropy (Kapur, Sahoo, and Wong)

• Shanhbag - information measures (Shanhbag)
• Triangle - geometric method (Zack, Rogers and Latt)

• Yen - automated method (Yen, Chang and Chang)


